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Craig Brinnand
Welcome to everybody,
Wasn’t really sure where I should start. With Subbies wanting to see
most divisions have only 8 clubs, this season we were reduced to 14
rounds, but what an exciting time for the club it has been having 4
Grades playing Finals Rugby and 4th Grade just missing by one win, in the division where other clubs
think its great stacking 4th, absolute bullshit (and you have all seen my rants on this before ).
I’ll come back to finals in a second, but I need to touch on some other matters as I work my way into
the good things. I was guttered when we had to pull the pin on the 55th dinner, the lack of interest
from Juniors/Seniors and previous members was really disappointing. The other thing that was
disappointing was we had six grades throughout the year, yet we could only manage to get two
managers - Colts & 2nd Grade, we have a 130 players plus families it just doesn’t make sense and is
something that we need to work on.
I want to take us back to 2008, Colin Jarvis was “lucky” enough to coach our Colts team that year, we
had to put them in Div 2 as there was no other option available to us. We got blown off the park each
week, guys turning up after only a few hours sleep and having been partying, but each week we
competed. What I do have is the utmost respect for Colin in taking that team on, he wasn’t asked, he
offered without knowing what was ahead (I guess none of us did ). So after Leck was unsure of his
work commitments with his new job this year, Colin bravely again offered to step up and take on the
role of Colts coach, after weaving his magic with 4th Grade the last few years. Thankfully, Leck sorted
his shit out and was able to jump back in and coach with Colin. So here we go, we headed up to TG
Milner on a warm Wednesday night in February for a trial match and we got smashed off the park
about 10 tries to zip, wow was it going to happen again, did we have a pack of duds, were they too
young, would they lose interest, all these questions running through our minds and maybe those of
the players.
So we welcomed 20 new players to Colts, and 6 from 2013 season. These guys had big expectations to
live up to after the last two years of Colts. Round 1, they had Epping’s coach crying in his soup as they
blew last seasons Premiers off the park. Final Round 15 saw Mac Uni suffer the same fate – the season
complete undefeated. The Colts team went into the Grand Final under the pressured of an
undefeated season, they withstood Mac Uni’s cheap shots and crap and went about as they had all
year and smashed them with good old fashion running Rugby. Undefeated Premiers, 71 Tries scored,
20 new players, 6 that are only turned 17 this year. Congratulations to all players, Colin, Leck, Kerri on
an outstanding season. I can not emphasize enough how important having Colts is to the Club. Well
done to the player who wins the “ Andrew Heffernan” Colts Player of the Year.

I would also like to single out an outstanding effort from John Cradock after having his jaw broken
early in the season, giving Charles the opportunity to Captain, to get back playing in time to be a part
of GF was a committed effort.
We were able to get some 5th games in this year, some that weren’t recorded officially (HRC have)
including two Friday night games - which were fantastic ,against Hawkesbury Valley blowing them off
the park and then the game against Merrylands which saw the “Smith” family play together - Bruce
Smith got to play with his three sons Jacob, Hayden, Luke, showing just what Rugby is all about ,
brilliant.
As the season approached we sent out an SOS for a coach for 4th
Grade and while I’m sure Waz would be more than happy to
watch on the sidelines he offered to throw his hat into the ring
and took on the role. Looking at the results, the eventual
winners Briars, who we were beating at half time in the second
round, before they run on their 2nd Grade players to push us out
of the finals contention. In the game against Kings, the guys
threw everything at these grade stackers, with the bounce of
the ball going against us. We are proud of each and every one
of the guys who stuck to the task and did their best week in and
week out and we appreciate your efforts and commitment. At
HRC we play 4th Grade in the true spirit of graded rugby.
Talk about walking the tight rope into the Finals, with our rookie
coach at the helm Danny Hinton, this team had to go to the final
the hard way after finishing fourth on for & against. The guys
efforts were impressive as they won their last six games. Seeing
Hornsby get smashed by the guys in the semi was brilliant as
they had qualified 2nd & 1st Grade players in their side - Muppets !!
The boys came to the final day but seemed to lack some fire and
with a penalty count at 14 – 3 against them found it hard to get into the rhythm of the game. At the
end of that game you could see the disappointment on the players faces, everyone acknowledges
what a great effort by this team. As is with 4th Grade some other clubs see 3rd Grade as the team to
foster and channel their strengths into. Well done to Danny and his players on a fine season.
Round 14 saw 2nd Grade needing a win to earn a major semi final position, and a try saver in the 70 th
minute made this possible. The major semi final saw the boys take on Waverley, and the boys pumped
the points flow in the 1st half and also showed some outstanding defence. The second half would see
a loan penalty goal in the end that would send the sand gropers’ home shell shocked and our boys
were in ore that they had won their right to play in a grand final. Not since 2008 has this been
achieved, after just missing out over the last few years. In the season proper the team only dropping
three games, these guys really deserve to be in the final series. To Reece & Blaire well done, to all
players thank you for your contribution, a truly fantastic season.
Get the history books out as 1st Grade have started the season on a high. During the season they only
lost two games both to UWSH, the last round being the Minor Premiership decider – they can have
that this time around - they’ve got $$ , we got hugs & schooners. Winning brings other benefits to a
club .... canteens profits up, crowds were coming, beer sales up ... the HRC also rans had woken and

they are making teams and opposition players stand up and take notice and they are not liking it. Out
in Subbies Club land social media is quiet they aren’t so sure what is going on, we have even been
asked were we paying our players this year (nothing other than hugs & schooners ). Thanks for
entertaining us guys it has been an absolute pleasure to see you guys put it together. Shawn, Mick
and Geoff well done on a fine achievement, a season that people will talk about for many years to
come.
Grand Final Days, I say days as we had two – Lets start with Colts Grand Final, the support for these
guys was amazing, especially with the early start and late change of venue - Dilly driving two hours
just to be there, and “even Black fellas made it out to Windsor” as quoted by Dez” (amazing what you
hear on a video) . The ground change late on Friday meant that we would play out at Windsor, that
took the home ground advantage away from Mac Uni, who turned up in their red & black jumpers,
thankfully Subbies saw the light and told them they had to play in an alternative strip. The support
from all club members right across the grades was just brilliant one could sense something special was
about to happen and it bloody well did, Charles Cradock was holding aloft the Radford Cup.
With rain continuing as Colts had experienced during their lead up, Parramatta Rugby (many thanks)
without hesitation allowed 1st & 2nd Grade to train at Granville Park, it would be the ground that we
would now run out on in the Grand Final. No-one could have predicted the social media frenzy and
the amount of support that was coming through on the eve of the Grand Final, from people all over
the place, round the world for that matter, the well wishes from within and on Friday afternoon the
memories that 1st Grade captain shared with the entire club.
Second grade ran on to the field lead by Chris Roberts
celebrating 250 Games for HRC, and although the boys
went down, their courage was gallant as they did their
best to claw back a 19 – 3 score line. Tuinauvai & Hatch
bagging tries with Brinnand converting both and a lone
penalty goal. A special moment from the game, shows
the HRC spirit - Waverley were pumping our line at scrum
time, on the five metre line and we had a player in the
bin, the boys pumped their scrum and avoided any further
points. While nothing anybody said will take away the
hurt of a Grand Final loss, the boys must and should hold their heads high, things just did not go our
way on the day, there is one way to fix it though - 2015, very proud of 2nd Grade.
What would happen next on this day would send the players / coaches / supporters into a frenzy, what
a cracker of a game, Budwee crossing for the first try, Siviour kicking/running/scoring tries as he
weaved his magic throughout the game and rightly earning “The Sam Coddington Players Player” on
Grand Final day.
On this day 15 HRC men did something that thankfully the cameras captured - 24 phases of defence as
Waverley tried desperately to find a hole and the boys forced them into a mistake , the ball goes wide
and we are out of trouble. This I believe defined the match. Fergs decided he’d had enough and went
to the sideline for a rest ! jack in box then came on (Jono Edwards ) and carried on just as Fergs had,
snipping and tackling anything that moved. With the scores locked up Matty Ley gets a ball down the
short side, beats his man, and scores to put HRC back in front and Siviour does what everybody is

hoping - the Colts reaction on the far hill indicates the ball is heading between the posts as Siv heads
back to half way beckoning the crowd to get behind them for the last 10 minutes of play.
At full time the players embrace and emotions are high before
Dilly holds aloft the Clark Cup - ten years in the making.
So what else happen this year, Grant Morris again got us some
new and exciting sponsors in ASN Castle Hill, Unimet Security &
Hire a Hubby, it is fantastic to see these guys on board and
hopefully around for many more years to come. These guys
joined our existing sponsors - Priority Towing, Finance Seekers,
Bull & Bush and GMT Photography who all support HRC.
I can not stress enough that we welcome and encourage you to support our sponsors as they are
support us and the local community which is absolutely brilliant and are a massive part of our club.
Arrow Physiotherapy (Brendan Limbrey) jumped on board with Emma & Moey doing a fantastic job
looking after our players. Many thanks to the three of you for being part of HRC and the professional
manner in which you do this.
I can announce that Arrow & HRC have locked in a five year agreement.
To all the coaches, I’m sure the players join me in thanking you for your time and support which at
times is a thankless job, congratulations on a fine 2014 season.
Our Club Captain Jake Gorman again stepping up to the plate with his aftermatch speeches and
knocking back the odd brown lemonade, well done
To the few helpers we have many thanks to you guys, Blaire, Charlie, Kerri, Matt & Mick.
To each and every player, partner and friend who embraced the spirit of rugby this season and
attended our aftermatches, both home and away I say a heartfelt thank you. Our numbers this season
were fantastic, whether you attend for just the speeches or you stayed until the wee hours indulging,
thank you … our patronage to our own sponsor has not gone un-noticed.
Some players that have indicated that they are stepping down from the playing the game for HRC, the
“R” word has been mention and while I thank each and everyone of them, one can not bravely say this
is a fait of complete as so often we have seen this change, no names mentioned.
How many players can say they scored their first try for
HRC coming on as a replacement in 1st Grade, a few
weeks later made their run on debut, and then ended
up captaining 1st grade a few years later . 2005 – 2014,
153 Games for HRC, 150 of them in 1st Grade. James
Dilly we thank you for bashing the opposition week in
and week out, you have been here for the lowest of
lows, to going out in well deserved and fitting style,
your contribution has been outstanding.... you just
never know what might happen next ?

HRC junior 115 Games, HRC senior 211 Games, 200 of them playing in 1st Grade, two 1st Grade
Premierships . In Div 5 - 2002 it all started again, some broken bones and the odd injury who knows
250 could have been achieved and the last few as player coach. By Shawn’s own admission it just gets
to hard to play and coach a 1st Grade team. As a player, many perpetual awards have been won,
including the inaugural and two other years of the HRC Player of The Year. Shawn has set a pretty
high benchmark for future players to chase down - 554 Points 46 Tries, 84 Goals, 52 Penalty Goals , a
massive contribution. 30th August 2014 was a fairytale ending to a fine playing career – 200 1st Grade
games and a 1st Grade Premiership.
This season the club acknowledges 16 Milestones from 100 – 350 games congratulations to all players.
A special mention to Cashew on 350, it’s a lot games, playing 150 of them in 1st Grade. His 350th was
made in his cameo 4th Grade game under the watchful eye of Wazza , I guess the question remains
will we see 400 ? Well done on a fantastic achievement.
GMT - Tarrynn & Grant Morris we are in debt to you both, the players have you to thank for the
wonderful memories they have to share, they
mightn’t always admit (backs might / forwards
won’t) it but they do like looking at themselves !
Col/Walshie/Civo/Jimmy/Colts thanks to you guys
for doing the videoing along with the photos
tonight’s presentation would not be as special
without the memories that are captured, (it is
amazing what is captured in the commentary of
the video). Also thanks to Clarkie for his
contribution of photography.
Orson has join us again this year who has helped
Col put together all the videos of the try fest, many hours have gone into getting tonight happening
with the program again put together by Kerri, the sifting through photos and film its bloody time
consuming, thankyou to all involved.
As I started putting fingers to keys the news of the Cowboy Cup comes in advising that there has been
a mistake and that St Pats now sit even with HRC with three GF’s to play, yes it is disappointing, but
shit happens, the clubs name has sat on top of the leader board for a good part of the season, we
finished 2nd to a Division 1 club, considering we finish 38th in its inaugural year, this is a fantastic
achievement and something to aim for next season.
This book will be printed before the results are know, however we have received several nominations
at the upcoming Suburban Presentation Night - Ryan Siviour – Clark Player of the Year Medal, Charles
Cradock – Colts Player of the Year Medal ( over 3 Div’s ) , 1st Grade Coaching Team – Suburban Coach
of the Year and we have been nominated for Club of the Year Division 3 ….
And of course the families and partners of our players who make the sacrifices so the guys can commit
to training and game day we say a massive thankyou for being part of HRC, we hope you have enjoyed
it.
Finally to our biggest asset, our players, our entertainers, our future, our past, we say thankyou.

As one ponders what lies ahead for HRC the reality is what it is and there is one group of people who
can make things happen and that my friends is YOU, this is your club.
Enjoy the night as we celebrate the BEST season of this clubs 55 years
Here is a summary of achievements that everybody at the club can be proud of.
Division 3 , Club Champions
Cowboy Cup – Runners Up
Div 3, Club of the Year (nomination)
Clark Medal – Ryan Siviour (nomination)
Radford Medal – Charles Cradock (nomination)
Suburban Coach of the Year – 1st Grade Coaching Team (nomination)
1st Grade Clark Cup - Premiers
Colts Radford Cup – Premiers
2nd Grade Farrant Cup – Grand Finalists
3rd Grade Campbell Cup – Finalists
4th Grade Nicholson Cup – 5th
5th Grade Halligan Cup – 3/6 giving players an opportunity
Toby Crisp donation – which the Balmain Club gave the Hills Club a defibrillator
Heff day/night another cracking day sharing the stories at Yattenden and the Bull
I have been here a few years now , and I have witnessed some tough times, good times and sad times
..... this year was a CRACKER
Thanks for another good year
Craig Brinnand – HRC Chairman
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Josh Fergusson
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Matt Ley
Shawn Howell
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Shawn Howell
David Chalk
Shawn Howell

2013
Matt Brinnand

2012
Tom Gorman

What a year for the club both on and off the field.
I would like to congratulate the Grades that made the finals 1,2, 3
and Colts to 4th you had a great year and just missed the finals, to
3rd Grade bad luck on getting knocked out in the final.
To 2nd Grade you were just short on the win in the Grand Final
and did the club proud on the day.
To Colts and 1st Grade – congratulations on the Grand Final wins, great stuff.
To all the Coaches and Managers, thank you for all the hard work you have done this year.
A special shout out to Craig and Kerri Brinnand for all the hard work you did throughout the year,
everyone is thankful for all you do !!!
I’d also like to thank everyone that come to all the aftermatch’s and have made my job easier.
See ya all in 2015 - Jake

What a season for The Hills Rugby Club, Div 3
Club Champions, unofficial Cowboy Cup winners,
2 premierships, a grand finalist and a finalist. All
in all, one would say it was a pretty decent
season and it will be a big task to replicate this
years success next year but with the player base
we currently have I am sure it will be the start of
many a successful season.
Firstly I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all the coaching staff and managers from
all grades and colts this year, the support
shown to each other, be it at training,
selections or on game day was truly exceptional and I think helped the season to be the success it
was. We are all volunteers and the time and effort put in goes unnoticed at times by most, but I think
the results this year showed the commitment by all, so a job well done. But more importantly Reece
who helped define the 1st and 2nd grade squads early on which I believe was a major contributing
factor to these two grades success.
To my assistant coaches Mick ”Cashew” Donaldson and Geoff Bryant I can’t thank you enough for the
dedication shown this year to help me really shape the program and game plan to what was to prove
to be a successful formula. There were plenty of emails, phone calls and video analysis to make sure
we had covered off everything from week to week and a lot of time taken out from our families, so
thank you it really meant a lot.
At the beginning of the season the coaching staff had a simple idea, and that was to get the players to
do the basic skills well, this involved working on catch/pass, effective clean out and play a fast and
expansive game. This revolved around the playing group that we currently had and this was then
improved by the addition of some new players to the squad and then capitalising on their individual
playing skills. This initially was met with opposition from players and the odd comments “but this is
not how we play” were uttered, but that was the point, we couldn’t expect to be a competitive team
if we kept persisting on doing what clearly wasn’t working. I think after a few wins the players bought
into what we were trying to do and the game plan was starting to come together.
Some KPI’s were set to hold the team accountable to their performance and also to the expectation
set by the coaches. We had said early on in pre-season that given the shortness of this year’s season
we could not get off to a poor start, and due to some good wins and some closer than they should
have been wins we were flying at the top of the table with 5 wins from 5 starts. However, come round
6 we were to meet UWHS and we unfortunately came crashing back to reality with a poor
performance at best. In previous years this may have derailed our season, but the boys had built a
solid bond and a never say die attitude, born from season’s of frustration and disappointment. We

then set off to win 7 games straight, which was more wins then we had had in all of the previous
season. This was on the back of some serious injuries to key players such as Peter Craven, Tom
Gorman and Brett Turpin. The minor premiership it seemed was ours to lose, but waiting in the final
round was the only team we had lost to all season, UWSH. It wasn’t going to be an easy task going to
their home ground in a must win proposition to claim the minor premiership. We started well but
unfortunately let them back in the game and the lead changed hands several times through the course
of the game but we lost focus towards the end and let in some soft tries and the hope of the minor
premiership was gone. Straight after the game, with the players knowing that UWSH was the major
semi final opposition the next week, they quickly got together and vowed not to let this hurdle get in
the way of the ultimate goal and that was to win the Grand Final.
Hills had 3 grade teams playing in the first weekend of the finals series and with both 3 rd grade
winning and getting another shot the following week and 2nd grade securing a spot straight into the
grand final, the pressure was on 1st grade to perform and clean sweep the day for the Hills club. The
boys seemed nervous which was understandable given we hadn’t beaten UWSH all season. We
started slow, and UWSH gained an early advantage scoring within the first minute. This only spurred
our players on and we hit back not shortly after that. From that point we never gave up the lead and
stormed into the grand final winning 28-20, which was lucky for us as the team sustained a few injuries
and the week off would give the guys a much needed rest and hopefully get over any injuries
sustained.
The preparation for the grand final wasn’t ideal with the weather
not giving us a chance to train properly and potentially
threatening to cancel the game. Craig pulled a few strings and we
were able to get some time at Granville Park to train and as luck
would have it we would also play the grand final there. 3rd grade
had unfortunately bowed out in the final and news came in as we
were warming up that 2nd grade had gone down in their grand
final game. It was up to 1st grade to make sure that Hills day
wasn’t one of “what might have been”, and with UWSH going
down to Waverley in the final we were the favourites to take the
crown.
The team remained relatively unchanged from the semi final
except for Tom Gorman who was back from a fractured leg
sustained only 6 weeks earlier. We started well and the game
was a high paced affair and the contact was physical, but we got
of to a great start kicking a few penalty goals and when Charlie crashed over we were flying high.
Waverley however, had other ideas and hit back with an opportunist try and some well constructed
tries from set piece. We were behind on the score board just before half-time until a piece of individual
brilliance from Siv saw him race through the defence to score under the post untouched and with the
successful conversion we took the lead 20-18 as the halftime whistle went. The second half didn’t
start as well as we had hoped and it saw Waverley put pressure on our line and they were rewarded
with another try. They worked there way back down to our try line and their attack didn’t relent for
what seemed like an eternity, but the determination and will to win would seem too much for the
Waverley boys as we eventually turned the ball over thanks to some great defence (which I personally
believe won us the game) and good work by Fergo to steal the ball. We cleared the ball and eventually
got down their end and kicked a penalty goal to tie the game at 23 all. It was do or die now, but as had

been the case for the whole season no one seemed to panic, that was until Fergo got a sickening blow
to the head and was knocked out cold, and some people said they could hear him snoring from the
stands.
But never fear, on came Jono and he slotted straight in and was not over awed by the occasion. The
clock was winding down and we were still having trouble getting out of our own half, that was until
Ugarte made a break down the touchline to get us deep into the Waverley half. The play stayed there
for some time until Matt Ley seized his opportunity from a backline play which resulted in Matt
tiptoeing down the sideline while evading defenders and crossing the line to score the match winner,
Siv slotted the conversion from out wide and the score was 30-23 and that’s how it would remain until
the full time whistle went.
To say I am proud of the guys would be an understatement, after all the hard work over several
seasons for many of the players it had finally accumulated into a grand final win. This season unlike
most saw us fortunate enough to keep the majority of the team together and we weren’t hampered
by a raft of injuries as had been the case in previous seasons. I would like to thank all the players who
played for 1st grade all season, we had some disagreements at times but the overall game plan and the
targets we set together made sure the season was successful (and yes we did tick all the KPI’s). I also
want to thank all the players who helped out by putting on a 1st grade jersey at some point this year,
due to whatever circumstance, be it injuries or people away, your efforts have not gone unnoticed
and without your contributions the team could not have achieved what it has.
I have not named every player this year but it would be remiss of me not to shine a light on a player
that I have had the privilege of playing rugby with in 1st grade since the day he came down to the club
back in 2005, the one and only James Dilly. Dilly is the epitome of a 1 st grade player, he has a
competitive spirit, a never say die
mentality and an aggression that
seems to make him not be able to
bend his back in tackles. He is not
the most outspoken player off the
field but he does speak the loudest
with his actions on the field. Dilly
achieved a pretty significant
milestone on the day of the grand
final, running out to play his 150th
1st grade game, not an easy
achievement by any means. This
took 9 years of blood, sweat and
tears to achieve, especially over
some very lean periods for the
club were others would have walked away or joined another team, but Dilly held firm and with his
captaincy he would try to resurrect the club back to what it was. I am glad that Dilly saw it through
and this year realising a dream that at times may have seemed out of reach. I am proud of Dilly and
what he has achieved with the Hills rugby and personally with a family soon on the way, but more so I
am glad that I can call him my friend. All the best mate, we hope to see you at Yattenden from time to
time to cheer on the boys and tell stories of how you captained a team to the ultimate prize.
I hope to see all the players back again next year, to try to go back-to-back premiers and capitalise on
the momentum the club has built this year. Rest up, keep well and see you all next year.
Shawn

Wow what a year! 1st grade premiers!
As I sit down to reflect on the 2014 season it still hasn’t sunk in what we
managed to achieve this year. I can testify to the fact that premierships are
not delivered on a plate, they must be earned and everyone needs to put
in to get the desired result. This exactly what all the players at HRC did this
year. We had great numbers at pre-season training when the sun is still out
at 7pm and the cricket pitch is still uncovered, when pushing sleds and
doing timed 20 minute runs takes precedence over scrum and lineout
practice. We put in the hard work.
The first thing that was noticeable at training was how thoroughly each session had been planned and
the level the coaches expected us to play at. I’d like to thank Shawn, Mick and Geoff for how much time
they gave up to coach us this year and the efforts they put in to making us the team we developed into.
We had a game plan all year that was easy to follow and when executed made us impossible to beat.
I’d personally like to thank all players that appeared in 1st grade this season. Each of you contributed to
the end result and it was a joy to be a team mate of each of you. Congratulations to all the debutants
that pulled a first grade jumper on for the first time – Ryan Hook, Keiran McGovern, Ryno Delport, Ash
Poole, Jono Edwards and Phil Tuinauvai. I’d also like to congratulate all those who achieved milestones
this year Josh Fergusson – 100 games and Shawn Howell – 200 1st Grade Games.
2014 was not an easy year even though we only dropped the two games. What really impressed me
about this team compared to years gone by is the ability to hang in a game when things were not easy.
This team could overcome tough periods and find the necessary points to get the job done. As the
belief levels rose and the wins kept coming the reality of what was happening began to dawn on me.
This team not only were semi-final bound but would give itself the opportunity to win the minor
premiership in which we would fall agonizingly short. It was one of our few blemishes losing that game
to HAC but the big games were still to come. It burned a lot of guys not winning that game and as we
stood huddled listening to them sign their song I could sense the determination to make things right in
the finals.
They say the great teams win the big games and so it proved to be. Exactly a week after the minor
premiership disappointment we got out revenge outplaying HAC in the major semi and not letting the
pressure of the situation get the better of us. Two weeks after that we won the ultimate prize by
defeating Waverley 30-23 in the Grand Final. For me personally I will never forget the elation as soon as
the full time whistle went. The first few moments when everyone comes together is what rugby is all
about and what makes playing for HRC special. I’d like to thank my team mates for giving me that
moment which I will cherish for the rest of my days. It has been a great honour to captain this great
side not only this year but years gone by. We have some exciting leadership potential and playing talent
at the club and I look forward to watching the guys defend their title in 2015.
Dilly

Undefeated Champions –
Radford Cup
Playing record:
Played

13

Won Points forPoints against 4T BP Total Points

13

489

118

11

59

Other achievements:
Top Try Scorer – Tristan Henrico – 9 tries
2nd – Shane Urquart, Michael Brinnand – 8 tries
3rd – Charles Cradock – 6 tries
Total Points Scored – Alex Dolly – 123 points

Pre-season started with many new faces. In fact there were only 7 players returning from the 2013
season. This meant that Craig (Leck) and I had to basically start from scratch and try and mould the
group into a competitive team in the few weeks we had before the start of the competition.
By the time the first game arrived, it was confirmed that the competition had only 5 teams in it. This
meant a rather stop start run of games as clubs took it in turn to have the bye week end. Therefore it
was even more important for us to get a good start to the season. A win at Epping gave us just that, a
good hard fought win 36 – 12. This game showed Leck and I that we had some really good individual
players but naturally, so early on in the season, we demonstrated a lack of team awareness. However,
training was continuing to be well attended and plans were put in place to suit our young group. One
aspect of this was use of video evidence. Players were a bit unsure of the value of replaying sections of
a game and placed little value in studying stats. The second game of the year took us to Macquarie
University where a narrow14 – 10 win was
primarily achieved by solid defense. Consecutive
wins against Waverley 26 – 0 and Lane Cove 39 –
12 concluded the first ‘round’ of games.
Unfortunately, about this time we lost Captain
John Craddock to a broken jaw but it was evident
that the team was enjoying the early success.
Unfortunately though, this was having a
detrimental effect in training. Complacency, lack
of urgency, a light hearted and frivolous attitude
by some was slowing down real progress. The
following fixtures against Epping (27 – 14),
Macquarie Uni (46 – 0), Waverley (88 – 0) and Lane Cove (57 – 12) didn’t improve matters. Leck and I
had to take action. With my teachers’ hat on and Leck’s strong colorful language, we sat the group
down and tried to emphasise the importance of ‘doing the hard yards’ at training and not to be just
satisfied with winning, but winning well. The following home match against Epping was exactly the

proof Leck and I needed to ram home the reality of what we had been talking about. The team put
together the worst overall performance of the season and Epping took full advantage, leading
throughout the game and by 12 points with 4 mins remaining. However, a 90m breakout try narrowed
the gap and a driving maul from a 10m lineout put us in front. More drama though as Epping were given
a kickable penalty 25m out just to the left of the posts after the bell. The crowd hushed, the players
couldn’t look and I was getting ready for a very cranky team talk……………..but as if caused by
someone’s psychic infarction, the ball sliced off the young kickers boot to the side…………..a very
close call. No celebration that day. In fact this was to be a decisive point of the season because from
that day on training took on a whole new approach by every single player. There was suddenly a bit
more respect for what Leck and I were trying to do.
The final 3 games saw an improved
mental approach which was going to
be crucial if we were to go all through
the season unbeaten. Each week was
proving a sterner test as each
improving club rose to the challenge
of trying to beat us. Wins 24 – 7
Waverley (Confirming our place in the
Grand Final), 32 – 5 Lane Cove and 36
– 7 Macquarie Uni brought the regular
season to an end.
So to the GF. Macquarie Uni had
beaten Epping the week before to advance to the trophy decider and after a week of heavy rain, the
match was moved to Deerubbin Park, Windsor. The narrow undulating pitch wasn’t particularly in our
favour as our expansive running game would be easier to defend against. However, it was the Hills
forwards who would have to front up and match the big powerful Uni students if we were to go on and
win the cup. The match started promisingly with a couple of early tries, one being another spectacular
individual effort from Tristan Henrico. However, it became evident that the heavier Macquarie pack was
going to dominate the set piece particularly the scrum. Our scrum was continuously disrupted and this
denied us a great deal of quality possession. Consequently, Macquarie became increasingly confident
and the superior territorial advantage gave them reward with a couple of scores. At half time the score
was 15 – 7 and this was still the lead until 10 mins from the final whistle. Up until then is was an amazing
defensive effort by every Hills player as Macquarie Uni threw everything at the Hills line. However, with
a few fresh substitutions, the team gathered for one big final effort and tries by Tom Bailey and Lachlan
Jones eventually made the score safe with the final result being Hills 30 – Macquarie Uni 7.
What a season!
Congratulations to all players, particularly the Craddock brothers who led the team with great passion
and direction.
Thanks to Leck for his shrewd and invaluable input. We wouldn’t have toughened up without the
experience that Craig brought to the group.
Finally, thanks to Kerri, who as manager of the team kept everyone in order and organised.
Well done boys, tremendous achievement. Let’s do it all again next year !
Colin

Throughout this season, the wise and steadfast coach Colin Jarvis aimed
to instill a precise and consistent game structure. Colin was perhaps the
central reason why this team held an undefeated record; dishing out
criticism where it seemed fit. However, above all, he provided the
motivation and direction the team needed from week to week.
Meanwhile, it is probably fair to say that Craig Leckie offered great variety
as a coach, known mainly for his ability to prepare the team for battle,
with a hard-hitting pre-match gee-up. Much credit needs to go out to
these two excellent coaches, who inevitably guided the team to a wellearned victory.
Luke Smith: One of the most hard-headed rugby players I’ve ever played with, but that’s why we
love him. Lukey was always down for a laugh and banter, which along with his sheer power and
rugby ability, made him one of the most valuable members of the team.
Tom Hughes: This bloke would play on a broken leg, a dislocated shoulder and a hangover if he had
to. He’s the definition of a team player: a hooker that glues the team together. A team mate who
was always willing to put in that work to make all the spectators go berserk.
Peter Sandrone: THE DRONE. In his last year of Colts, the Drone stood up as an extremely
important senior member of the team. He’s a man who seems to go under the radar, but he was
definitely willing to bust a gut to get the team over the line.
Tim Scott: Timmy. He gained notoriety for his Friday feels as the season progressed. He offered so
much to the team both mentally and physically this season; a mean brick wall on the field, but a
cheerful, funny bloke off it.
Hayden Smith: A late inclusion to the side as he spent most of his Saturday dedicated to
monstering the opposition in the senior grades. But his service toward the end of the season was
immeasurable, as a big, solid front rower who was willing to put in the hard yards.
Matt Hall: The Hurricane. He’s a hard man to stop on the field, and equally as hard to comprehend
off it. But you could always count on Matt to go into the contact area with fearless aggression. He
was always one of the blokes that would put his body on the line for the team, despite injuries.
John Cradock: It’s difficult to describe the feeling of winning a premiership with a brother, but it’s
something I would definitely recommend. An absolutely irreplaceable senior member of the team
who provided an enormous mental edge whenever he was on the park.
Tom Bailey: Despite a kybosh on holiday to Europe mid-season, Tom offered a never-step-back
style and attitude. To put it simply, he was one of the best players whenever he was available, and
scorer one of the most important tries this season.
Zac Randall: Another team member who gained notoriety throughout the season, though this time
for the winter singlet top. He’s a big, strong, scary player who exerted incredible force in the scrum
and tackle.
Jarrod Ferreira: One of my top picks for a most improved award. Jarrod proved to be a great
impact player, particularly as the season progressed. Jarrod could become a key asset for the Colts’
title defense next season.

Toby Anderson: Toby is the definition of a quiet achiever. From week to week, he was consistently
one of the best players in the side. He earned this reputation through an enormous work rate which
helped him gain respect from everyone in the side.
Jason Gunstone: A fiery back-rower who loved a scrap at the breakdown. Despite being one of the
youngest members in the team, he played in perhaps the most old-fashioned way; just by putting in
hard, physical work.
Michael Brinnand: Unfortunately, NSW Rugby don’t yet allow players to wear yellow beanies while
playing. However, Mick used this frustration to motivate him to become one of the most dazzling
players in the comp. He has all the skills worthy of making him a massive potential for the future.
Brendan Bowrey: Ruggers/The Rug was often the smart, fundamental player required by the team
when the game structure became too chaotic. Ruggers normally went under the radar, but was
definitely a key contributor to the team.
Alex Dolly: It was difficult to predict the sort of things the Doll would be stirring at the training
ground. But he remained a priceless player as he punished teams with such accurate passing and
kicking. Although a cheeky player, Dolly proved to
be a great link between backs and forwards.
Damon Luck: Damo wouldn’t have hurt a fly at the
start of the season; a striking contrast to the coolheaded and powerful fly half in the GF. And despite
all the quality tries this season, only Damo would
have managed to score one of the most ridiculous
individual tries I’ve ever bared witness to.
Adam Suviste and Lachlan Jones: The only two
players from the team that I couldn’t separate, as
they seemed to provide the team’s backbone as a
dangerous, yet stable centre pairing. An almost unbreakable fortress in midfield; and they should
take much of the credit to explain why our team let in so few points this season. Meanwhile, the
opposition tended to struggle defending the solid, incisive runs that they made this season. Both
managed to score some incredible, runaway tries, exemplified by Lachie’s infamous grand final
intercept on a severely swollen ankle.
James Joyce: Joycey was often the ninth forward the team needed to inject a physical presence. He
was a fiery utility back who was probably the hardest ball runner in the side. He would consistently
manage to steam-roll almost any wannabe defender in the comp.
Lachlan Parle: Parley was a massive surprise packet that the team gained mid-season, as he first
gained respect for his line speed and hard tackles. He eventually became part of a deadly back
three that bagged many tries this season.
Tristan Henrico: Tristan has clearly been watching too many Jason Robinson and Bryan Habana
highlight videos. No team in the comp could handle his lightning pace and agility. Trist was
definitely our go-to player if we needed a quick, easy try.
Hamid Sadat: Affectionately known as Doggies, he was another great impact player that didn’t
need directions to the try-line. A quick step off the right foot would normally untangle knots in the
opposition’s defense.
Luke Graham: Despite only playing a handful of matches for the side this season, he seemed to
sneak in a try whenever he took part. Lukey was a benevolent try scoring winger who contributed
whenever possible.
Josh Ugarte: The man typically referred to as ‘Poon’ had an uncanny ability this season to upset
sides both mentally and physically, and so was not well-liked by most opposition sides. However, as
a cheerful and skilful member of the team, Poon earned respect and admiration from team-mates.

Shane Urquhart: It took most teams only one match after playing us to learn not to kick to our
weapon of a fullback. Shano was arguably the most dangerous player in the comp, as he
consistently tore teams to shreds from counter-attacks and incisions in the back-line.
It’s been an absolute pleasure to have been involved with everyone from Hills Rugby Club this
season. Much appreciation and credit must go out to Kerri and Craig Brinnand for all of their hard
work behind the scenes. This team would have fallen apart if it weren’t for you two. You have made
the club the proud and strong one that it is today.
Furthermore, I hope and expect that club success will not only continue next season, but will in fact
grow exponentially. A special thanks also should be mentioned for Charlie Budwee, Matt Brinnand
and James Ugarte. All the team appreciated you dedicating your time and effort to support us from
the sideline this season.
I can honestly say that I have worn the waratah emblem over my heart proudly this season, and I
know that many would agree. I look forward to another season at the Home of Rugby next year.
Up the Mighty Hills.
Charles

2ND Grade year in review.
Start at the beginning I guess. Preseason and
we decided to do it a little bit differently. The
idea was to bring first and second grade
together as one group. To work on the skills
and game plan that was going to be needed
for the season and then all be on the same
page. Did we get it all right? No, but we got a
lot of it right and it set us up for a very
successful season. Can we do it better next
year? Yes and that is exciting.
Then we are into the regular season. For that you need a coaching philosophy and mine is simple.
“Players to take ownership” Fortunately all the players understood what that meant and bought into
it. Next team leadership and we decided to go the way of Super Rugby and anoint two captains in
David Martyn and Boyd Chatillion. Cannot praise these two guys highly enough and I thank them, they
are simply amazing. However team leadership does not stop with the captains and they had some able
lieutenants in Phil Tuinauvai, Tommy Hatch, young Matt Brinnand and the ultimate team man Rhys
Thompson. The boys say thanks for the snakes Rhysee. However every player that was with us, those
that were passing through on their way to first grade, Hammer, Luke, Brett and Ryno. Those that kept
stepping up from third grade when asked, Dibby, Hawkesee and Deano. Two very talented colts in
Charles and Shane. Then there is that solid core that turn out week in week out, Chris, Ash, Jake, Ben,
Nath and Dezzy. This all has contributed to a very successful and enjoyable season.
Oh nearly forgot two. Every team needs or if not needs has a clown and we had ours. We will not
mention his name here but they tell me he is very prolific on Face Book. Last, but not least, the
coaches favorite. I know coaches shouldn’t have favorites but what the heck. The Baron played well
above a lot of people’s expectations all season, but not the coaches. Another one of those Ultimate
team men. The guy’s love him but that does stop them making The Baron the butt of a lot of their
jokes. If you haven’t heard the ice cream story have him tell you some time, though it was hilarious it
also typified what made this team special.
As for the Rugby. Regular season, won eleven, lost three and finished second on the table. 365 points
for 142 points against. Went on to win the Major semifinal against Waverly 23 – 19. Losing the Grand
final to Waverly 26 – 17.
Thanks to all the other coaches. Shawn, Geoff, Mick, Danny, Waz, Colin and Leckie.
Thanks to Craig and all the committee.
Huge thanks and kisses to Blaire.

Reece

The 2014 rugby season is over and now it is time to reflect on what
has been a successful season. We may have finished the Grand
Final as runners up but there were a lot of positives to take from
the year. Another long season saw the regular faces come back
for another crack but it also welcomed some new recruits into the
club and into the 2nd Grade team. I was lucky enough to have the
support of Reece to lead the team again and have Boyd as my cocaptain.
The training session before the first game we gathered as a group
to get familiar with the new additions to the team but also to talk
about what our goals were for the 2014 season. We spoke about
the disappointment of the semi-final loss and how we were going
to improve as a team. Of great importance was for each player to take ownership of the team and to
create an awesome culture that every player in the club wanted to be a part of.
The season didn’t get off to the best of starts with losses to the 2013 runners up Waverley and then the
Premiers Hawkesbury Valley in consecutive weeks. Round 3 saw us up against Hornsby, we got the win
we needed to get kick start our season. However it was the game against Epping at Somerville which I
think was the turning point of our season. Being 14-0 down then 14-3 at half time and with players out
injured, playing 1st grade or being suspended JAKE GORMAN, our season looked like it was going
downhill, but after a half time spray we turned it around and proved to ourselves that we were ready to
play as a team. After that game you could tell the confidence was building as we went on to string
some wins.
At the halfway point of the year we were sitting in 3rd spot with a 5-3 record and more than likely
looking at a sudden death semi-final. One of the biggest games of the year came against Hawkesbury
Valley at their home ground. This game was crucial in the make-up of where we were going to finish on
the table. Up stepped a young “Ranga” by the name of Brinnand. He controlled the game from start to
finish and decided to do it all himself by collecting all 23 points (2 tries, 2 cons, 2 pens and a FG from 35
out to top it all off!) Confidence was at a high and we believed now we could go all the way. From this
game on we finished the regular season without losing another game and having a win/loss ratio of 11
wins and 3 losses. This gave us the opportunity to take 2nd spot and play a Major Semi Final against the
Minor Premiers Waverley.
The Major Semi Final brought the 2 best teams in the competition against each other. Our record
against Waverley this year was 0-2 but we had the belief that we could go out there and beat them as
both games we had loss were by 8 and 2. Enter the “TONGAN THOR” AKA Phil! Phil’s hard running and
bone crushing defence had put us on the front foot and took a lead into half time. With a little help
from that young Number 10 who again decided to score all 23 points we hung on to a hard earned gutsy
win to put us straight in the a Grand Final with a well deserved week off.
As the Grand Final fast approached motivation levels were at their peak with everybody feeling positive
of a good result. The vibe around the club was at an all time high with continued messages of support

and the odd poem thrown in, that had everyone buzzing. It was something I had never experienced
before in my rugby career with the club having an opportunity of 3 grades in Grand Finals.
A wet day at Granville Park had arrived and saw us 70 minutes away from a possible Premiership.
Things started well with us taking a 3 point lead after 5 minutes. Then things started to go pear shaped
with opportunities missed and a couple of errors resulting in a couple of quick tries by Waverley. We
were hanging in there and we knew if we could get a try before the break it would give us confidence
going into the second half. With minutes before half time we had a line out 10m out and the TONGAN
THOR crashes through to keep us in the hunt.
Second half didn’t go our way and with some missed opportunities which resulted us in falling short of
the prize. To Waverley’s credit the best and most consistent side all year won the game and the Grand
Final.










Highlights for the 2014 season include:
Making a Grand Final
Building a team culture that everyone in the club wanted to be a part of
Baron’s Nudie Run!!
All the new recruits to the 2nd Grade Team
Jake Gorman being sent off for picking on the smallest guy on the
field
Luke Alcock finally scoring a try for the club
Matt Brinnand developing as a player
Tom Hatch scoring a try in the GF to avoid the nudie run
Mick Brinnand’s tackle on the line after the siren against UWS in
the final regular season game (I still owe you a beer)
I would like to thank every player that put on a 2nd Grade jersey this year whether you played one
minute, one game or the whole season. You all played a part in taking this team to a Grand Final. As we
said numerous times during the year the team is not made up of 15 players it is made up of a squad of
players. This is reflected as we used between-40-50 players so thank you again. By the end of the
season we became a really tight knit group and I will never forget the experience we had in going so
close to taking out the title. It was a pleasure to play with you all this year.
A Special mention must go out to Rhys Thompson (100), Nat McGrath (100), Doug Summers (100) Jake
Gorman (150), and Chris Roberts (250) for your milestones games during the year.
The loss against Waverley in the Grand Final hit everyone hard. This feeling is perfect motivation to
come back next season and show everyone that HRC 2nd Grade team will be the team to beat in 2015.
Finally I would like to thank Reece and Blaire for a great year and probably the best year of rugby I have
been involved in. We really appreciate the time and effort that you both put in to training on
Wednesday nights, weekends, BBQ’s after training and Jake shouting us all Pizza at the pub. Blaire
thanks again for taking the jerseys home after every game (I will buy you a bottle of Omo!!). Without
your organisation and support we wouldn’t have had a successful season.
See you in 2015!

Marto

If you had asked the team at the start
of the year if they would of been
happy to make the semi finals, then
the answer would have been yes.
Well it came down to the last game of
the year and we needed a bonus point
victory to ensure that we would make
the finals. We managed a victory but
without the bonus point, so we
needed to wait on the result of the
Epping and Waverley game. Luckily for
us Epping won but without the bonus
point and we ended up equal on points
but finishing fourth due to our greater number of wins.
The team performed well in the semi final defeating Hornsby, with the game never being in doubt.
The following week we faced Hawkesbury Valley and the result did not go our way. After the game
asking the team the same question about being happy just making the finals then the answer was no.
As the year progressed the team had built a belief that they could beat any team and that they were
capable of winning the premiership. This is the thought that the team needs to take into next year and
given the rugby skills that are possessed by this playing group, then a grand final is definitely within
reach of third grade.
The year was a most enjoyable one with a team made up of experienced veterans and talented youth.
We had a mix players who stepped up from fourth grade and a number of players who were required
to step up to first and second grades throughout the year.
Congratulations to those players that have won
awards tonight.
Thanks to all those players that pulled on a third
grade jersey this year. I certainly enjoyed the
year and am looking forward to next year.

Danny

I firstly want to thank every player who has played for 3RD grade this year.
Every player who came on to the field gave their all. It has been an honour
to lead 15 Men out on to the field every week representing the club I love
in the mighty 3rd Grade competition.
We got off to a slow start having 1 draw and 2 losses from our first 3
games, however there were positive signs with the likes of the rookie
Jonno Edwards showing he would not stick around long in 3rd grade and
some solid defensive efforts that would set the benchmark for the year.
We then went on to win the remainder of our round 1 games with our sights set on a top 2 finish.
Danny coaching in his first year did a terrific job with the group channeling our focus on the game at
hand and getting the boys to buy into the strong team culture that was gaining more and more
momentum.
Led around by Jonno in attack and showing some great strength and pride in defence the forwards
where quickly becoming a strong and reliable force for the backs to take due advantage of and that we
did with some relentless attack and defence that saw plenty of tries scored and a fantastic game plan
being executed (give it to Morgs) or get it wide to Heff and Cam who were quickly making a name for
themselves.
The core of the team was now well established with Bruce Smith, Ben Mallard & Dian leading a strong
forward pack and established backs like Morgs and Clarkey stepping up in key moments to score tries
and more importantly stop them.
However we were soon shell shocked by 2 big defeats to Waverly and Hawkesbury which ended up
being the catalyst for the remainder of the year that in my opinion typifies Subbies rugby and in
particular Hills Rugby. With 5 games to go the equation was simple, win every game or no finals. We
proceeded to do this and scraped into 4th spot hell bent to prove to the comp we had earned our spot.
As we all know I went down in the final game of the regular season which was to prove to be my final
game for the year. The boys quickly regrouped for the first round of finals determined to prove to
Hornsby they had nothing. What followed was an inspiring performance from 1-15 and also to a large
contingent of bench players that finished off the game, we couldn’t do it without you guys. This was
our best game of the year and put the club in the position of potentially having 4 grades in the GF with 1
game remaining.
Unfortunately in the penultimate game we came up against a strong Hawkesbury team playing on
home turf that were better on the day and the season was done. Everyone involved should hold their
heads high on a great season and a great run at the end.
Thanks Again to Danny, thanks to the players I got to play with this year and thanks for affording me
the opportunity to lead you boys out.
The Wood

All over after a year that can only be described as an exceptional one for the Hills Rugby Club.
Unfortunately 4th Grade was the only team not to make the semi’s this year, but I am sure that will
change in the near future. Our position on the table did not reflect on the true quality of the players
that represented 4ths.
Throughout a season 4ths are the team that always has the highest number of players represent the
grade and this will always be the case while the club continues to be successful.
Due to high numbers on several occasions we managed to field a 5th Grade and this also helped give as
many players as possible good game time.
On the other hand it makes keeping a stable line up very difficult, add to this, movement through the
grades due to injury and availability, in saying that it is a great position for the club to be in.
As a coach I thank each and every player that donned the Black and Red of the Hills 4ths. There are
players that would definitely not be out of place in the higher grades, and this was shown when they
were called up. I’m sure if you keep plugging away your chance will come and I expect to see many
fourths will be playing higher grades in the years to come. Every player put in on the park and as a
coach I could not have asked for more.
I doubt if there was a team that would have felt confident in having an easy game against 4 th, this is due
to the Great Spirit and competitiveness that existed in any team that played on the day, no matter who
made up the team.

On behalf of the team I would like to thank Jamie Holme for taking on the job of Captain, leading the
team by example and Steve Lambert for reluctantly taking on the managers role.
Good Job Boys.
As coach and spectator I thank each and every player that donned the black and red jersey of the Hills
this year, for the highs, lows and especially the laughs and mateship that you get with being around a
great bunch of blokes.
In closing I must congratulate all the other teams for their success this year, success like this doesn’t
just happen it takes the combined efforts of the players, coaches, managers and all the behind the
scenes efforts of the committee and volunteers of our Great Club.
See you next year from the sidelines
Wasa

Firstly on behalf of 4th grade I would like congratulate 1st grade and colts for winning their grand finals.
Welll another year of what if's and could have's. We went very close again this year missing out on the
finals by a couple of competition points.
On behalf of the guys I would just like to thank Waz and Steve for their efforts in getting the team ready
every week at training and game day it was greatly appreciated.
This year was a really good
year for 4th's the old regulars
welcomed quite a number of
quality new players who
became part of the club quite
quickly which showed on the
field. All the guys enjoyed
playing footy and having a
couple of beers afterwards.
So all in all it was a great year
for hills 4th grade I hope to see
all you guys in 2015, all ready to
go around again.
Take care guys .

Holmsie.

MOST POINTS
187 – Matt Brinnand
181 – Ryan Siviour
141 – Morgan Shelton
135 – Alex Dolly
65 – Tom Gorman
60 – Matt Ley
50 – Jacob Smith
45 – Mick Brinnand
45 – Tristan Henrico
40 – Shane Urquhart

MOST
PENALTIES
19 – Matt Brinnand
14 – Ryan Siviour
13 – Alex Dolly
4 – Morgan Skelton

MOST TRIES

MOST
CONVERSIONS
43 – Alex Dolly
42 – Ryan Siviour
37 – Morgan Sketon
36 – Matt Brinnand

13 – Tom Gorman
12 – Matt Ley
11 – Matt Brinnand
11 – Ryan Siviour
11 – Morgan Skelton
9 – Mick Brinnand
9 – Tristan Henrico
8 – Shane Urquhart
7 – Charles Cradock
7 – Phil Tuinauval
7 – James Ugarte

100 Games

Geoff Bryant
Phil Ebbott
Josh Fergusson
Nathan McGrath
Damien McGrath
Doug Summers

150 Games

James Dilly
Neil Ebbott
Jake Gorman
Tarin Piskulich

200 Games

Jonno Brown
Rhys Thompson

250 Games

Chris Roberts

350 Games

Michael Donaldson

Round 1 –

Ryan Hook,
Keiran McGovern

Round 2 –

Ryno Delport

Round 12 –

Ash Poole
Jono Edwards
Phil Tuinauvai

Best Forward

Best Back

2013 – James Dilly
2012 – James Dilly
2011 – Shawn Howell
2010 – James Dilly
2009 – Alex Smith
2008 – Alex Smith
2007 – Chris Cox
2006 – Damien Choy
2005 – Shawn Howell

2013 – Tom Gorman
2012 – Josh Fergusson
2011 – Ryan Siviour
2010 – Matt Ley
2009 – Lachlan King
2008 – Anthony Abousawan
2007 – David Chalk
2006 – David Laidlow
2005 - Bevan Laidlow
2004 – Roscoe Deacon

2004 – Shawn Howell/Lachlan Tancred

2003 – Mark Edwards
2002 – Lachlan Tancred
2001 – Jason Hogan

2003 – Jono Brown/Steven Thomas

2002 – John Ratcliffe
2001 – Lachlan Tancred

Players Player
2013 – Josh Fergusson
2012 – James Dilly
2011 – Shawn Howell
2010 – James Dilly
2009 – Alex Smith
2008 – James Dilly
2007 – Alex Smith
2006 – Shawn Howell
2005 – Michael Bennett
2004 – Lachlan Tancred
2003 – Jono Brown
2002 – Shawn Howell
2001 – Jason Hogan

2014 – Clark Cup Premiers
2008 – McLean Cup Semi Finalists
2007 – McLean Cup Semi Finalist
2004 – McLean Cup Premiers
2003 – McLean Cup Grand Finalists

Best Forward

Best Back

2013 – Tom Bailey
2012 – Michael Oxford
2011 – Jamahl Kaufusi
2008 – Sam Blacklock
2006 – Durwood Blackhouse

2013 – Matt Brinnand
2012 – Tom Gorman
2011 – Nick Lousi
2008 – Lachlan King

Players Player
2013 – Tom Bailey
2012 – Mat Brinnand
2011 – Jamahl Kafusi
2008 – Ash Poole
2006 – Daniel Reynolds

2014 – Undefeated Radford Cup
Premiers
2013 – Radford Cup Grand Finalists
2012 – Radford Cup Premiers

20

Best Forward

Best Back

2013 – Jake Gorman
2012 - Ash Poole
2011 – Tom Rayner
2010 – Michael Tanner
2009 – Mitchell Sparks
2008 – Mitchell Sparks
2007 – Ben Mallard
2006 – Brad Waud
2005 – Jason Sarkis
2004 – Matthew Stephenson
2003 – Allan Carruthers
2002 – Ben Mallard/Mick Hall

2013 – Brett Turpin
2012 – David Martyn
2011 – Cameron Menzies
2010 – Anthony Powell
2009 – Nathaniel Meere
2008 – Khan Kim
2007 – Jason Cuthburt
2006 – Frank Walker
2005 – James Clarke
2004 – James Clarke
2003 – Paul Jennings
2002 – James Clarke

Players Player
2013 – Jake Gorman
2012 – Ash Poole
2011 – James Drury
2010 – Leon Axford
2009 – Mitchell Sparks
2008 – Maurice June
2007 – Mitchell Sparks
2006 – Mick Hall
2005 – Mark Edwards
2004 – Luke Fayle
2003 – Luke Fayle
2002 – Luke Fayle

2014 – Farrant Cup Grand Finalist
2013 – Farrant Cup Semi Finalists
2008 – Grose Cup Grand Finalists
2004 – Noice Cup Finalists
2003 – Noice Cup Semi-finalists
2002 – Noice Cup Semi-finalists

Best Forward

Best Back

2013 – Ben Mallard
2012 – Jono Brown
2011 – Jamie Holme
2010 – James Drury
2009 – Aaron Smith
2008 – James Drury
2007 – Anthony Burrows
2006 – David Missio
2005 – Russell Hughan
2004 – Geoff Bryant

2013 – Cameron Menzies
2012 – Daniel Reynolds
2011 – Ben Cividin
2010 – Darren Hyde
2009 – David Chalk
2008 – James Clarke
2007 – Ben Graham
2006 – Issac King
2005 – Issac King
2004 – Daniel Studders

Players Player
2013 – Campbell Cup Semi Finalists
2013 – Tarin Piskulich
2012 – Jono Brown
2011 - Tom Gorman
2010 James Drury
2009 – James Lovely
2008 – James Drury
2007 – Paul Campigli
2006 – Terry Short
2005 – Khan Kim
2004 – Adrian Cox

202011 – Campbell Cup Grand Finalists
2009 – Campbell Cup Semi Finalists
2008 – Walker Cup Finalists
2007 – Walker Cup Semi Finalists
2004 – Walker Cup Grand Finalists

Best Forward

Best Back

2013 – Bruce Smith
2012 – Tom Hanks
2011 – Damien Choy
2010 – Chris Walsh
2009 – Chris Smart
2006 – Paul Villagra
2005 – Adrian Cox

2013 – Scott Hopkins
2012 – Scott Hopkins
2011 – Matt Brinnand
2010 – David Jack
2009 – David Jack
2006 – Chris Peihopa
2005 – Gary Pethybridge

201

Players Player
2013 – Chris Rapinette
2012 – Scott Hopkins
2011 – Matt Brinnand
2010 – Chris Walsh
2009 – Chris Smart
2006 – Gary Pethybridge
2005 – Chris Lee

22012 – Nicholson Cup Grand Finalists

Alex Briony Charlie
Rookie of the Year
Clubperson of the Year
2013 – Geoff Bryant
2012 – Blaire Budwee
2011 – Neil Ebbott
2010 – James Drury
Mel Prescott
2009 – Marcus Walsh
2008 – Mark Edwards
2007 – Charlie Budwee
2006 – Phil Yates
2005 – Charlie Budwee
Jono Brown
2004 – Paul Jennings
Nathan Graham
2003 – Ben Graham
2002 – Gary Pethybridge
2001 – Paul Campigli
James Clarke

2013 – Alex Losurdo
2012 – John Jospeph & Boyd Chatillon
2011 – Tom Gorman
2010 – Steve Crampton
2009 – Lachlan King & Nathanial Meere
2008 – Anthony Abousawan
2007 – Alex Smith & Daniel Reynolds
2006 – Paul Webster
2005 – James Dilly & Bevan Laidlow
2004 – Roscoe Deakin & Michael
Bennett
2003 – Pat Guselli & Paul Jennings
2002 – Abe Thomas & Daniel Borg
2001 – Peter Missio

Most Improved
2013 – Chris Roberts
2012 – Jake Gorman
2011 – Anthony Powell
2010 – Mitch Wakeford &
Michael Tanner
2009 – Leon Axford
2008 – Charlie Budwee
2007 – David Chalk & Tim Dawson
2006 – Terry Short & David Missio
2005 – Jonathon Blair
2004 – Daniel Studders

SEASON POINTS

TRIES

2014 – Matt Brinnand (187)
2013 – Matt Brinnand (169)
2012 – Matt Brinnand (173)
2011 – Ryan Siviour (173)
2010 – Matt Ley (105)
2009 – David Chalk (70)
2008 – Shawn Howell (98)
2007 – Shawn Howell (97)
2006 – David Laidlaw (119)
2005 – Bevan Laidlaw (75)
2004 – Daniel Studders (127)
2003 – Morgan Skelton (84)
2002 – John Ratcliffe (88)
2001 – Nathan Graham (34)
2000 – Jamie Woods (91)

2014 – Tom Gorman (13)
2013 – Des Pillay (14)
2012 – Tom Gormam (18)
2011 – Ryan Siviour (19)
2010 – Daniel Studders (6)
2009 - Morgan Shelton (11)
2008 – David Chalk(10)
2007 – Morgan Shelton (10)
2006 – Bevan Laidlaw(11)
2005 – Bevan Laidlaw (12)
2004 – Mark Edwards (12)
2003 – Shawn Howell (13)
2002 – Richard Fornari (11)
2001 – Nathan Graham/
Lachlan Tancred (4)
2000 – Darren Shield (6)

PENALTY GOALS
2014 – Matt Brinnand (19)
2013 – Ryan Siviour (25)
2012 – Matt Brinnand (18)
2011 – Ryan Siviour (14)
2010 – Matt Ley (17)
2009 – Shawn Howell (10)
2008 – Shawn Howell (11)
2007 – Shawn Howell (10)
2006 – Dave Laidlaw (7)
2005 – Shawn Howell/
Khan Kim (10)
2004 – Shawn Howell (27)
2003 – Daniel Studders (7)
2002 – John Ratcliffe (9)
2001 – Nathan Graham (2)
2000 – Jamie Wood (10)

CONVERSIONS
2014 – Alex Dolly (43)
2013 – Matt Brinnand (37)
2012 – Matt Brinnand (38)
2011 – Ben Cividin (23)
2010 – Matt Ley (12)
2009 – Khan Kim (14)
2008 – Shawn Howell (25)
2007 – Shawn Howell (20)
2006 – Dave Laidlaw (24)
2005 – Shawn Howell/
Khan Kim (10)
2004 – Daniel Studders(27)
2003 – Adam Eather (15)
2002 – Ben Graham (21)
2001 – Adam Eather (6)
2000 – Jamie Wood (23)

POINTS

TRIES

613 – Ryan Siviour
581 – Matt Brinnand
554 – Shawn Howell
509 – Morgan Skelton
460 – Daniel Studders
348 - Khan Kim
299 – Matt Ley
280 – Jake Gorman
263 – Ben Graham
225 – Nathan Graham

76 – Morgan Skelton
46 – Shawn Howell
45 – Tom Gorman
44 – Ryan Siviour
44 – James Clarke
36 – Daniel Studders
36 – Matt Ley
35 – Charlie Budwee
31 – Josh Fergusson
31 – Jamie Holme

CONVERSIONS

PENALTY GOALS

124 – Matt Brinnand
93 – Ryan Siviour
84 – Shawn Howell
83 – Daniel Studders
69 – Khan Kim
67 – Ben Graham
51 – Morgan Skelton
46 – Jake Gorman
43 – Alex Dolly
40 – Ben Cividin

67 – Ryan Siviour
64 – Matt Brinnand
52 – Shawn Howell
40 – Khan Kim
33 – Daniel Studders
21 – Matt Ley
19 – Ben Cividin
18 – Ben Graham
15 – Jake Gorman
13 – David Martyn
13 – Alex Dolly

FIELD GOALS
5 – Daniel Studders
2 – Matt Brinnand / Ryan Siviour
1 – David Chalk/James Clarke/Jake Gorman/CJ Rapinette/Morgan Skelton/Brett
Turpin/Jamie Woods

Thank you to our Sponsors

